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W
e have one of the best urban school 
systems in the country, we often hear, 

so why should we worry? By any objective 
measure, we hold our own – and then some. 
Our schools have seen steadily-increasing 
graduation rates, a lowered dropout rate, 
and a great showing year after year on the 
NAEP test, the gold standard of testing 
nationally. So what do we have to worry 
about? Lots. And that’s why having a good 
school system is not enough. We have a lot 
of issues pending that can cause great harm 
to our school district.

In no particular order…
Charter school expansion is on the 

horizon immediately. The current dollar 
loss to charters from the state’s education 
funding earmarked for the BPS is $121 
Million. Next school year, with four Com-
monwealth charter expansions already 
approved, our schools will lose an addition-
al $17.5 Million, for a total in 2016-2017 of 
$138.5M. That’s a dollar loss of more than 

$2,400 per student – money that could be 
well spent on our own students. We need 
your help. There is an important vote com-
ing up on Beacon Hill. Please go here1, look 
up your state senator and representative, 
and leave a message on his or her voice 
mail: Please vote to keep the cap on charter 
growth. Please remember to identify your-
self and where you work in the BPS.

School closings are on the horizon. 
The city commissioned a report from McK-
insey2, the gist of it says the following: 

“…Over half of the district’s 

schools are operating at under 68% 

of their physical capacity, and only 

approximately 54,000 of the more 

than 90,000 physical seats are cur-

rently illed…”

This means potential school closings and 
although the city has denied that as many as 
36 schools are on tap to be closed, the threat 
is very real. For a look at how McKinsey 
actually got to their ‘surplus,’ see here3.

The district is undergoing a facility 
review and many observers expect a school 
closing proposal to be released in time for a 
potential school closing proposal that will 
take effect in September, 2017. We will be 
doing our own review this spring, school 
by school, to point out the inadequacies of 
our facilities, which will show that schools 
can have ‘surplus’ seats while at the same 
time be lacking a library or a gymnasium or 
dedicated spaces for needed services such 
as OT, PT, SLP, Guidance and the like.

Steadily declining school budgets are 

also an issue. We all are well aware of the 
resource problems facing our schools today. 
We may not be aware that it is not a recent 
issue. In fact, it is an issue that has ham-
strung educational planning in our schools 
for decades. Our schools’ budget param-
eters are tied to the city’s, which in turn 
are tied to the state’s. Less state aid along 
with the city’s lack of authority to raise its 
own revenue translates into unpredictable 
and inadequate funding for our schools. 
The bottom line is that our schools need 
far more in the way of resources that can 
only come from the state. The state’s Local 
Aid to cities and towns is down 41% in 
inlation-adjusted dollars from 1990-19914 

1 http://www.wheredoivotema.com/bal/MyElectionInfo.aspx
2 https://www.google.com/?gws_rd=ssl#q=mckinsey+report+boston+public+schools
3 http://btu.org/news/surplus-capacity/
4 http://www.massbudget.org/report_window.php?loc=Analyzing-the-Governor%27s-Budget-for-FY-2017.html
5 http://d31hzlhk6di2h5.cloudfront.net/20160313/35/de/f0/14/31b2272a63568049f6db3732/
 Mass_Budget_and_Policy.pdf
6 http://btu.org/member-resources/btu-oficers-and-committees

and state education aid5 has been savaged 
by charter reimbursements. A solution to 
the systemic problems our schools face lies 
only in a statehouse solution. 

Simply, for a systematic change to 
reverse the chronic underfunding of our 
schools we need two things to happen: One, 
mentioned above, is for there to be a change 
in the charter reimbursement formula. Two, 
we need to reverse the decline in Local Aid 
from the state. The best chance to reverse 
the steady 25-year decline in local aid to 
cities and towns is to pass what has become 
known as the millionaire’s tax, an initiative 
which would attach a four percent surtax on 
income in excess of $1 million. This would 
raise $1.9 billion, and the proposal would 
earmark the increase to funding in transpor-
tation and education. While the referendum 
is 2½ years away, it is our best chance to 
ind a solution to chronic underfunding. 

Some may read this and say this that 
surrounds us – charters, budget, and school 
closings – are too negative and places us in 
defensive posture. That’s true. We didn’t 
ask for these issues, which are found in 
every city in the US in one form or another. 
But this is the hand we are dealt. There are 
people throughout the country who have the 
same goals: starve public education, then 
privatize what’s left. And we have to ight 
back in a way that makes sense in Boston. 

What can you do? A few things.
One) Help us on the legislative front 

when we ask you to make a call or two. We 
live in this legislative world and the state 
of our schools is tied to it. There’s no way 
around it. The calls and emails to our legis-
lators do help. Every call, every conversa-
tion helps. Two) We will ask you shortly 
to take part in activities designed to bring 
about a fair and equitable contract. 

We have also set up a series of commit-
tees within the BTU to take action on some 
matters more immediate, some longer range 
– but all essential such as testing, Inclusion, 
ELL, and two dozen more committees, all 
found here6. Participating in these commit-
tees may not have direct impact on the bud-
get, closings, or keeping the charter cap, but 
becoming more active in these areas will 
help us improve our schools. Remember: 
Our working conditions are our students’ 
learning conditions.

By Jessica Tang

F
ollowing the Feb 17 “walk-in” to City 
Hall where hundreds of parents, stu-

dents, educators and community allies 
turned a petition to fully fund BPS signed 
by over 4,000 people, the stakeholders have 
continued to advocate for full funding of 
Boston Public Schools.

Parents, students and educators 
have attended the 
“ E d u c a t i o n 
Town Halls” 
held across 
the city by City 
Council Educa-
tion Chair Tito 
Jackson and Vice 
Chair Anissa Essab-
bi George (a former 
BTU member). Hun-
dreds have shown up 
at School Commit-
tee hearings, packing 
both the English High auditorium and the 

Parents, Students and BTU Memnbers
Fight Budget Cuts

continued on page 6
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This letter was sent to the Boston Globe but it hasn’t yet been printed.

Dear Farah Stockman and Boston Globe,
It has come to my attention that the Boston Globe wants to discuss my personal title 

and salary as a public school teacher, or those of my colleagues in the district. (A ‘starving’ 
school system, Boston Globe, February 25, 2016)  Apparently there is a goal to expose the 
“high” salaries that we, public school teachers, make at the expense of the public or our 
collective taxes.

Well, Ms. Stockman and Boston Globe, all you had to do was ask and engage teachers 
in a discussion.

I make just under $90,000. There. There it is. Now this information is my business, and 
it is my salary to expose.

Ms. Stockman expresses that we are a group lauding that we are a starving lot. And 
she suggests that we are whining about money for schools that only cost so much to fund 
because of people like me. Teachers like me.

Let me help you Ms Stockman, and Globe readers, understand what that salary means.  
This salary allows for the following:

1. A teacher to afford to rent or pay for a mortgage in a city that costs people $2,000-
$4,000 a month to live in the neighborhoods where our kids live.

2. It allows me to pay for a gallon of milk which is ive dollars on a good day (If you 
buy food for your family you can work up from there on how much food costs). If 
you buy organic forget it.

3. A teacher who teaches in the city with no parking lots must pay the T to have 
monthly passes to get to work. If she or he drives then they pay for a parking lot to 
be able to work for a school without getting tickets.

4. To be able to staff a building where children and young people eat and learn from 
7 a.m.-5 p.m. (or more if you have unique programs) so the rest of Boston, or even 
outsiders who lie about their addresses, can go to work without paying for child 
care, babysitters, or private programs.

5. It provides us compensation for teaching them how to adapt their below reading 
level skills to 3, 4, 5 grades above in less than a year because we actually read in 
school, since families do not often read with their children across race, culture and 
class, and merely give them iPads and TV at home.

6. We spend hours collaborating, planning, assessing, strategizing over how hundreds, 
thousands of kids will achieve artistic, academic, civic goals every period, every 
day, or even next week in a performance or exam.

7. When a child does not know a language we teach them English, and we teach them 
how to be bilingual, or we teach them how to know and love and accept their culture 
alongside their new culture and language.

8. When young people in our presence have disabilities, a wide range of disabilities, 
that we have to modify for, adapt to, because we believe a public education must 
adapt to all of our children, unlike charters or private schools who craft a homog-
enous curricula and culture. Meanwhile, we are making new modiied lessons, we 
get new readings, we make modiied exams, and we make achievable goals for all 
students. More importantly, we make their peers see each student with disabilities 
as equal human beings.

9. We manage teams, we lead meetings, we are called by our principals to organize 
professional development, we support new teachers, we are department chairs, and 
we lead whole school change initiatives after we teach our classes, much of which 
is or are not part of our job descriptions.

10. And when everyone is watching TV at night, hanging out on weekends, where are 
we? We are planning, grading, coordinating with our team teachers online or in 
meetings somewhere in the city, and we are assess work we collected all week. We 
do this even at the expense of our own families, our own time with our own spouses 
or children.  And at night when you are with your teenager, we are even texting and 
emailing your child who is in your home.

Ms. Stockman, and Boston Globe, I am more worth that $90,000 than people know. 
And despite any random isolated example of some bad teacher here and there, as if all 
professions do not have weaknesses, is a ridiculous attempt to discredit all of what we do 
for the common good of this city.

I ride the bus with my kids every morning. I shovel snow with their parents in the same 
streets. They drop off folders under my mat at home to meet deadlines. I see them at the 
Boston Public Library studying because we take them there and they use it even in college. 
They start non-proits because they traveled to Biloxi with me to rebuild after Katrina or 
became environmentalists because of work in the Grand Canyon. In short, I raise their 
expectations in a society that does not have expectations for them or respect for me or my 
colleagues.

So Boston Globe, and Ms. Stockman, if you want to publish my business you should 
know what you are talking about. While you took a whole week to write your little editorial 
on a Mac laptop and probably sent 200 texts, checked Facebook, sent tweets and talked 
to friends on your cell phone all while being paid, I on the other hand, was teaching and 
raising future Americans.

You don’t want to go there. My students know much more about publishing and writing 
that is not based on merit or actual evidence.

Sincerely,

Raul Garcia II

Humanities Teacher, Boston Arts Academy

and a Teacher well worth his salary.

A Letter to the Boston Globe

Dear Co-Editors,
I have plenty of respect for Paul Tenney, 

but I’m not aware of his having stepped into 
Madison Park for at least ten years. (Good 
Night and Good Luck, March 2016)  How 
wrong of the newspaper to refer to Madi-
son Park’s ‘demise’ while so many of us are 
ighting for its transformation! We’ve been 
attacked from all directions, and the State’s 
latest insult is certainly especially infuriat-
ing, but please don’t add fuel to that ire.

The real issue, and Paul Tenney agrees, 
is that Boston teens deserve the choice of 
high quality technical education, but that 
the School Department, School Commit-
tee and previous Superintendents raided its 
treasury, used it as an all-purpose meeting 
site, and decimated its programs, making 
Boston students the few in the State without 
solid technical programs. For one example, 
for communities of color traditionally 
underrepresented in construction unions, 
Madison Park was to be the answer. Now 
that contractors are in the biggest building 

A Letter to the Co-Editors
boom in many years, it’s time to get behind 
the school, not bash it, and refashion that 
path to union status.

People may not know that Madison Park 
has inally brought in a highly qualiied 
Vocational/Technical Director and a new 
Headmaster, and is supported by both an 
active alumni/ae group and a community 
support group. Now is the time for the May-
or’s Ofice [which has pledged support], the 
Superintendent [who has said several times 
publicly that he will make Madison Park 
a high quality technical school], the Gov-
ernor [who has touted technical education 
as a key part of economic development in 
Massachusetts] and the Union to support 
the young people of Boston to get the best 
tech school we can give them.

Yours, Judith K. Baker,

Literacy Consultant to the 

African Storybook Project,

Boston Public Schools, 

retired from Madison Park,

but still an active volunteer 

I
n an arbitration award dated February 21, 
2016 and received by the BTU on Feb-

ruary 22, 2016 the arbitrator assigned to 
the Open Posting Grievance delivered his 
opinion. Unfortunately for the BTU and its 
members the arbitrator ruled that the School 
Committee did not violate the Collective 

Open Postings, Transfers, SPCs

Patrick J. Connolly
BTU Executive
Vice President

Bargaining Agreement (CBA) by authoriz-
ing the open posting of nearly every avail-
able position. As a result the grievance is 
denied. The BTU does not have a recourse 
to appeal this decision.

During the six days of hearings the 
BPS and the BTU traced the history of the 

Open Posting feature of the CBA from its 
establishment in 1995 when a $1,000 sti-
pend allowed a position to be open posted. 
During the period from 1995 to 2013 the 
BPS generally open posted about 36% of 
the positions that were available. In 2014 
the BPS greatly expanded that to about 
97% of positions available. The arbitrator 
noted that the stipend had been increases 
to $1,250 in the 2006-2010 CBA. He also 
noted that there was no language of limita-
tion on the number of positions that could 
be open posted in any of the CBAs.

The BPS decided in 2014 that the district 
would pay the stipend to allow open post-
ing of almost all positions, rather than the 
stipend coming from the individual school 
budget. There is nothing in the CBA to limit 
the number of open postings or mandate 
the source of funding for the stipend. The 
arbitrator recognized the importance of his 
decision to the members of the BTU in his 
written opinion. He found no evidence to 
support the BTU position that the practice 
of only open posting 36% of positions 
should be maintained. This, he wrote, 
would require “stretching the evidence 
and rewriting the contract.” As a result the 
grievance was denied.

Any member who has looked at the 
Transfer/Open Posting list can see the con-
tinued practice of the BPS as it pertains to 
this issue. Fewer and fewer transfer positions 
appear on the list. This decision almost nul-
liies the transfer list. If the BTU had won 
the arbitration the BPS would probably 
have appealed and this year’s process would 
have remained in place. Members who are 
excessed or want to change schools need to 
apply to these to these open postings.

If a member is unsuccessful in obtain-

ing a position through the Open Posting/ 
Transfer process, he/she may need to take 
part in the Post Transfer Placement Process 
(PTPP). Individuals not excessed, but try-
ing to move to a different position would 
return to their position. Following this 
members who have not obtained a position 
may be placed in a suitable professional 
capacity (SPC). This category of positions 
has been in the contract since 1983. It may 
include co-teaching or substitute work. This 
position does include full pay and beneits, 
but often does not give members their own 
classroom or assignment.

Additionally, a SPC assignment could 
mean the member might be reassigned dur-
ing the school year. The member would also 
need to apply for a vacancy for the 2017-
2018 School Year. Clearly the SPC role is 
not the ideal position and the uncertainty of 
a permanent position can be very stressful. 
Media accounts of the cost of this process to 
the city have led to calls to change the pro-
cess and the BTU will be attentive to these 
issues. Members also need to be aware of 
changes to licensure requirements, such 
as the SEI Endorsement that is required to 
renew a license after July, 1, 2016. Many of 
these changes are included in the job post-
ings currently out. If you have questions 
regarding any of these issues please contact 
me at pconnolly@btu.org.

Executive Vice President’s Corner
by Patrick J. Connolly
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Know Your Rights
by Caren Carew
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Caren Carew
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What is the Process for Filing a Grievance?
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A 
grievance is ‘a statement which says 

that a teacher’s rights have been 

violated due to a misrepresentation or 

misapplication of the contract’. ‘A griev-

ance must be iled every time an individual 

teacher’s rights are violated in order to 

protect the rights of the entire member-

ship.’ As we know from our most recent 
contract negotiations, all of our rights are 
hard fought and must be maintained daily 
through their implementation. The contract 
itself as a document is only as good as the 
enforcement of it at the school level by each 
and every BTU member. When aspects of 
the contract are ‘overlooked’ it can set a 
dangerous precedent not only for the indi-
vidual, but for the membership at large. 

If aspects of the labor/management 
agreement, better known as the BTU con-
tract, are not followed as prescribed, then 
a grievance can and should be iled. The 
contract details, “An employee or his or her 

Union rep may either orally or in writing 

present a grievance to the Principal, Head-

master, or Director within a reasonable 

time, normally thirty (30) school days after 

knowledge by the employee of the facts giv-

ing rise to the act or condition which is the 

basis of her or his grievance.” It is best to 
put the Step 1 grievance in writing so that 
there is adequate documentation that the 
violation was delivered to the administrator 
in a timely basis and to curtail any misun-
derstanding of the intent of the exchange. 
There is a time limit on how long after the 
violation has occurred for a BTU member 
to grieve said violation – it must be done 
within 30 school days.

BTU Building Reps and/or your respec-
tive BTU Field Representative can assist 
you in framing the letter. The letter should 
be dated, addressed to the speciic Admin-
istrator who has the ability to ix or remedy 
the situation and should state that it is a Step 
1 grievance because of the following con-
tractual violation. At this time in the letter, 
you would detail the violation(s) and site 
the Article(s) and portion(s) of the contract 
or BPS Policy that has been violated. The 
grievance letter should also state the reme-
dy of the grievance or what it would take to 
ix the situation, making the grievant whole. 
The letter should be signed by the person(s) 
being aggrieved. The Step 1 grievance let-
ter should be delivered with your BTU Rep 
present to assure that the administrator in 
question has indeed received the document. 
This is your witness. If it is a grievance 
entailing a number of people or the entire 
staff, the letter can include statements such 
as this grievance includes (names of sign-
ers) and ‘for all those similarly situated’. 

The Bylaws of the Boson Teachers 
Union state, “The Building Representative 

should not advise a teacher to disobey or 

ignore an Administrator’s order while a 

grievance is in progress. This may well hurt 

the chances for a successful resolution of 

the grievance and possibly leave the teach-

er open to charges of insubordination.”

The contract states, “The principal … of 

the school shall confer with the employee at 

the time of the complaint or within ive (5) 

school days with a view to arrive at a mutu-

ally satisfactory resolution of the griev-

ance.” The grievant may be present and/or 
may be represented by the Union rep and 
the Administrator “shall give the Union rep 

the opportunity to be present and state the 

views of the Union.” “The Principal shall 

communicate his/her decision orally or in 

writing to the aggrieved employee and to 

any Union representative who participated 

in this Step within ive (5) school days after 

receiving the complaint or within ive (5) 

school days after the conference, whichever 

is earlier.” If the involved Administrator 

does not get back to the grievant and/or 
BTU rep within 5 school days, it is consid-
ered a negative response to the grievance.

The BTU Field Representatives process 
Step 1 grievances and if the grievance is 
unresolved on Step 1, we refer it to the next 
Step which, according to the contract, is 
mediation. When the Step 1 grievance is 
denied or not responded to within 5 days, 
the grievant must get a copy of the Step 
1 grievance to their respective BTU Field 
Representative so that we are able to refer 
it to mediation through the BTU Vice 
President. If the grievance is unresolved 
at Step 1, a mediator shall be assigned to 
assist the parties in an attempt to resolve the 
complaint. If the dispute is not resolved fol-
lowing the mediation, the grievance may be 
appealed to the next Step. Once the grievance 
goes beyond Step 1, the BTU Vice President 
handles the process of mediation, Steps 2, 3 
and inally if necessary, arbitration.

What are BPS safety 
contingency procedures for 
schools?

T
he Superintendent’s Circular; ‘School 

Safety Contingency Plans’ FSE-1 
details in 31 pages what these procedures 
are. The Circular states, “It is the respon-

sibility of each school administrative head 

to update, review with staff and submit 

their School Safety Contingency Plan no 

later than September 21 each school year”. 
The circular begins, “Emergencies happen 

randomly in time and place, but they can be 

handled eficiently if you have an adequate 

school action plan and an informed staff. A 

plan without a crisis is better than a crisis 

without a plan. School administrators and 

staff routinely manage crisis and a well 

thought out plan will ensure guidance in a 

major emergency.” If this has not occurred 
at your school, I strongly suggest you seek 
out your school’s plan and review it imme-
diately along with this circular in total.

I will touch on some elements of the 
circular, but encourage you to review it in 
its entirety. There are three tiers deining 
incident responses. These situations will be 
categorized by the designated Site Incident 
Control Manager (SICM). All incidents 
or behavior categorized as Tier I – III will 
require action and follow up to ensure the 
safety of students, staff and facilities. Tier I 
presents imminent danger to students, staff 
and property beyond the schools ability to 
control which would require an immediate 
911 response [such as; bomb threat, kidnap-
ping, hazardous materials, violent behavior, 
school bus accidents, ire & the like]. Tier 

II presents potential danger to students, 
staff and property calling for a stand by 
response planning mode, gathering info 
and notiication of proper agencies [such 
as; facilities failures, gang activities, com-
municable diseases, weather warnings & 
the like]. Tier III are conditions indicating 
a threatening situation is in the formative 
stage calling for proactive prevention and 
monitoring mode as well as collaborating 
& communicating within & beyond BPS 
support structure [such as; sexual harass-
ment, intimidating behavior, obscene calls, 
increasing vandalism & the like]. 

In the emergency response guide section 
of the circular, there is a detailed compo-
nent assessing the emergency response 
which is up to the Site Incident Control 
Manager to ID & then implement the 
appropriate response for. A response of 
containment would be implemented if: the 
situation presents a threat of illness, injury or 
death to persons moving in, around, or about 
the campus & it is determined that contain-
ment will provide a greater level of safety 
for those persons [situations such as; riot, 
shooting, hazardous material spill outside, 
hostage, suicide]. A response of evacua-
tion would be implemented if: the situation 
presents a threat of illness, injury or death 
to persons remaining inside a building & it 
is determined that evacuation will provide a 
greater level of safety for those persons [situ-
ations such as; ire, explosion, hazardous 
spill inside, hostage, bomb threat, gas leak].

Containment procedures classroom 
teachers’ guide as outlined in the circular is 
as follows. BRACE: Barricade, Report, 

Assess, Control & Communicate, Evacu-

ation. Barricade: Teachers should acquaint 
themselves with items in the classroom that 
may be used to prevent or slow forced entry 
to their rooms. If the threat is from airborne 
contamination, teachers should use jackets, 
sweaters, etc. to seal entry points. Report: 
During the containment, teachers should 
contact Emergency Responders using win-
dows, cell phones, written signs, hand sig-
nals, lashing room lights, or other means. 
Identifying the number and condition of 
occupants in your area is a priority. Assess; 
assess the situation. If safe to do so report 
your info to Emergency Responders and/or 
Site Incident Control Team [these members 
are identiied in the circular in detail]. Con-

trol & Communicate: Try to keep students 
quiet and out of the line of sight from class 
doors/interior or exterior windows to avoid 
detection by intruders. Maintain commu-
nication with Emergency Responders if 
safe to do so. Evacuation: Some items to 
consider before moving your class; Is it safe 
to remain in your present location or safer 
to evacuate? Considerations before evacu-
ation should include the hazards faced dur-
ing evacuation: broken glass, sharp metal, 
height, surface. Do you know where to go? 
Is there cover along the route? Are there 
places to hide along the route?

Evacuation procedures: 1) Call 911 & 
advise reason for evacuation & stay on the 
line if safe to do so. Do not hang up. 911 
dispatchers will route call to appropriate 

agencies. 2) Start evacuation procedures 
according to normal ire drill procedures. 
3) If the threat of an explosion is present, 
or hazardous material spill has occurred, 
it may be necessary to move the students 
further than a normal evacuation distance. 
4) Teachers: Bring Roll Book. It will be 
necessary to keep roster of all students 
moved. Each teacher will be responsible 
for their own class. The Safety Coordinator 
will organize any dismissal of students & 
the release of each student must be docu-
mented. 5) Staging areas should be set up if 
needed separately for: injured, ill persons, 
parents, media. 6) Students & employees 
with special needs may require assistance. 
Paras assigned to students & staff will 
remain with their assignments throughout 
the duration of the incident. 7) Ending the 
evacuation status: When it has been deter-
mined by the Emergency Responders & the 
SICM that conditions are safe to resume 
normal activities, the SICM will inform 
staff that it is safe to reenter the building. 
Please review entire circular in that it goes 
into great detail concerning what I have 
excerpted as well as additional components 
contained within the context of school 
safety procedures.

What’s process of 
“Paraprofessional First 
Consideration” for teaching 
vacancies?

T
he contract language reads; “A para-

professional who have received his/her 

teaching certiication, are recommended for 

employment by his/her building adminis-

trator, and who apply for teaching positions 

will receive four interviews provided that 

there are four vacancies for which the para-

professional is qualiied, three interviews 

provided that there are three vacancies for 

which the paraprofessional is qualiied, 

two interviews provided that there are two 

vacancies for which the paraprofessional is 

qualiied, and one interview provided that 

there is one vacancy for which the parapro-

fessional is qualiied.”
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The Importance of School-Based Inquiry

Peer-To-Peer

By Anne Slater with Mark Lonergan

B
ack in the day, in the irst decade of this century, the fat 
days of Gates money and Annenberg grants and coach 

support, the sweet days of supply budgets, most profes-
sional development occurred at the school level. During 
this era, many schools across the district had literacy and 
math coaches who helped to plan and facilitate collabora-
tive coaching cycles. Classrooms opened up and teachers 
were able to visit and learn from each other as part of the 
inquiry process. When the grant money dried up and most 
of the coaching positions disappeared, other new initiatives 
emerged and teacher or coach-led inquiry groups seemed 
to disappear. 

In his 2001 book, The Energy to Teach, Donald Graves 
says, “A strong collegial relationship is too important to us 
personally and professionally for us to wait for others to 
come to us. Rather, we have to initiate contact with others 
because of its energy giving possibilities. The more we take 
risks and learn from each other, the greater the energy giv-
ing satisfaction.”

An inquiry group differs from a grade level meeting or 
CPT. In inquiry, there is a clear focus or instruction based 
question that guides the work. In addition, the cycle has a 
set timeframe. Many times grade level meetings are taken 
up with housekeeping issues or often much needed venting. 
In an inquiry, the team of teachers selects a course of study 
that is driven by their data and observations and then uses a 
mix of professional readings, demonstrations and debrief-
ings to impact instruction. By talking and learning together 
an inquiry group, teachers can beneit from a support sys-
tem that enables them to see 
beyond their own classrooms 
and talk through issues in a 
safe and supportive environ-
ment.

Being part of an inquiry 
group supports teachers on 
several levels. School based 
professional development has 
the ability to drive instruction 
because it comes directly 
from the needs of the school 
and from the needs of the 
teachers in the group. Two of 
the most important aspects of 
effective teaching are care-
ful planning and the use of 
assessment to drive instruc-
tion. Inquiry that is embedded into the school day allows 
teachers their after school planning time. Working together 
saves time and energy because it aligns with the issues that 
the group is already struggling with, but utilizes the power 
and experience of the team.

Tips for getting started:
• Get a team together – it doesn’t have to be a big team. 

If you only have one person willing to sign up, get 
started with that person. If an ILT of 10-15 people 
is interested, you may want to have an overarching 
topic (for example, Building Engagement) and then 
break into smaller teams for targeted discussion, 
then come back together for a wrap up.

• Select dates – shoot for 6-8 meetings. If you can’t 
get that many dates set, start with a mini inquiry of 4 
sessions.

• Have an agenda – Assign roles of facilitator, note 
taker and timekeeper. You may decide to rotate roles. 

• Set the dates and times – Scheduling can be the big-
gest hurdle. If you have a ninety-minute planning 
block built into the day then that makes the whole 
thing easier. If you don’t, you may schedule a mix of 
meeting times. Classroom visits or labs may require 
coverage. 

• One way to work around a lack of coverage is to do 
a demonstration with a small group of students who 
stay in class for a short time and then go out to a 
special while teachers debrief what they have seen. 

• If you are interested in starting an inquiry or afinity 
group with teachers from multiple schools, the BTU 
can offer funding to pay a facilitator for the group. 
To ind out how to access these funds or for support 
in getting a group together contact Paul Tritter at 
ptritter@btu.org.

Craft the course of study. 
Use school or classroom data to help deine the course 

of study – Talk about the issues that the group is struggling 
with like a new curriculum or a dip in scores. Planning 

together can create a support structure that enables teachers 
to try out new strategies. 

Are there new people on the team? – Has someone tried 
something that has impacted learning in a positive way? 
Inquiry is the best way for new school members to become 
part of the team and to learn from veteran teachers. Veteran 
teachers can also learn from a new person who may be 
coming in with new or new ideas. Talk about what would 
be the most helpful inquiry topic for the group and then 

decide how to schedule the rest of the time.

Choose readings:
Inquiry groups often choose to tackle a common text or a 

selection of connected readings. There are many protocols 
for talking about inquiry readings that can be found at The 

National Reform Faculty like the Final Word or Golden 
Line protocols. Sometimes protocols can help get the group 
started, but like protocols for students in literature groups, I 
have found that too many protocols can impede the low of 
talk once the inquiry starts to gain some momentum. It can 
be helpful to identify a teacher and student learning goal 
and then to craft a few guiding questions.

A common professional text is very powerful, but you 
don’t have to read a whole book. A possible trajectory for 
a Guided Reading inquiry that works well for elementary 
teachers uses Fountas and Pinnell’s book Guided Read-

ing as the base text. This book includes a Self Assessment 
that teachers can take to help choose the chapters that the 
group will read. The inquiry structure tailors the content 
from within. Participants choose readings that will help 

them with the areas that they feel will impact their instruc-
tion. Another excellent choice of instructional text for this 
inquiry is Richard Allington’s article, The 6 T’s of Effective 

Literacy Instruction. Mixing in a few short research-based 
articles like this one is a good way to widen the scope of the 
inquiry and to connect to current research. 

Powerful additions to text-based discussion are class-
room visits and co-planning sessions. The following sample 
sessions, excerpted from a Guided Reading Inquiry, show 
how teachers can work classroom visits and planning time 
into the inquiry session:

Sample Sessions 3-4:
Reading: Guided Reading Chapter 3: Guided Reading 

within a Balanced Literacy Program
Model Guided Reading by rotating through each per-

son’s classroom. Share prep forms. Showing a variety of 
ways to prep. Visit each other’s rooms and observe different 
teachers doing guided reading lesson. Debrief right away if 
possible.

Sample Session 5:
Reading: Guided Reading: Chapter 6: Using Assess-

ment to Inform Teaching
Participants bring materials to plan a Guided Reading 

group. The real turning point of this inquiry occurred in this 
session when teachers brought the texts that they planned to 
use to the group and talked through their instruction. This is 
the type of work that allows teachers to support each other 
by talking and planning together to making changes that 
impact their instruction in a lasting way.

The importance of labs, demonstrations and getting 

out of your own room and seeing how other teachers 

do it.

After the irst meeting or two, set up a visit to observe 
a classroom or part of a classroom. Shift the focus away 
from observing the teacher to observing the students and 
gathering data on what students know. No one likes the 
model where teachers sit in the back of a class and then 
tell the host teacher what she should have done. Instead, 
pairs of teachers can confer with individual students to 

practice conferring skills or to ask open ending questions 
about student process in reading, writing or math. In this 
way the team can collect a broad swath of data that can 
be used to plan instruction. Just visiting another room and 
noticing how a teacher manages challenging behavior or 
sets up his or her room can be enlightening. Writing down 
your observations clariies thinking.

In one recent math inquiry that I facilitated, we planned 
a lab visit as a team and experimented with facilitating 
productive class discussions. This inquiry was done with 
grade three teachers, but could be adapted to any grade. We 
had a mix of meeting times, two labs and used very short 
handouts and articles or chapters from the book, Principles 

to Actions (NCTM). 
Session 2: We met to plan a classroom demonstration 

or lab together and used a questioning handout to support 
thinking by asking students to talk about the way that they 
solved story problems. We had all teachers walk around the 
room and talk to 4 students using an open-ended question 
format. Then we made sure to set aside time for a debrief 
that occurs after about 30 minutes in the class. 

Session 3: The host teacher modeled a math lesson while 
the other members of the inquiry group gathered data from 
students by using a questioning hand out. We spent 30 min-
utes in the class and debriefed for 30 minutes about how the 
questioning technique worked and what we noticed about 
student thinking. 

We noticed that when students put work up on the board 
to show how they did the problem in different ways, and 
the discussion emphasized process over product, we could 

see a window into student 
thinking. We wondered and 
talked about what could 
we do to clarify confusion. 
We planned a number talk 
and practiced talk moves 
with a questioning map. 
We thought together to 
predict where students 
might struggle and then 
generated questions that 
would help students talk 
through their thinking. Our 
discussions, readings and 
lab sessions lead to some 
concrete steps that impacted 
instruction.

What we want to keep in 
mind is that the goal of the inquiry is to uncover strategies 
or ideas that can transform our practice in a lasting way. It 
is interesting to talk about a book or reading, but by taking 
these new ideas into the classroom setting and then talking 
about what we learned, we can use the inquiry process to 
impact instruction.

Inquiry can take a metacognitive path and look at prac-
tices that help us understand our thinking. 

One of the most powerful inquiry experiences that I’ve 
had was participating in a Teacher as Writer Group. This 
group met on alternate weeks to work on writing together 
and to give each other feedback on our pieces. We used 
books like Natalie Goldberg’s Writing Down the Bones, 
Anne Lamott’s Bird By Bird and Ralph Fletcher’s A Writ-

er’s Notebook to start writer’s notebooks and to develop our 
skills generating ideas, writing dialogue, revising and using 
setting to create mood. This is the way that “real” writers 
hone their craft. We all felt a boost in conidence in plan-
ning mini lessons and doing writing conferences. 

A meta-book club is another energizing inquiry where 
teachers read a common text (a novel, not a professional 
text), and then discuss the metacognitive strategies that 
readers use to make sense of a text. Tying in a short read-
ing about what the science of brain research tells us about 
the reading process like a chapter from Maryanne Wolf’s, 
Proust and the Squid can take a book club to the next level. 
This inquiry makes a great side-by-side study for launching 
book clubs in the classroom. 

A possible trajectory might be:
• Choose a book and set a schedule for meetings
• Read a chapter or two a week from the novel through-

out the cycle.
• Read chapter 12 from Calkins Art of Teaching Read-

ing, pages 233-235
• Talking to Develop Rather than Report on Ideas

• Chapter 4 The Beginnings of Reading Development, 

or Not from Maryanne Wolf’s Proust and the Squid 
• Calkins Art of Teaching Reading Chapter 20: Book 

Clubs

Tips for Facilitators
Send Reminders:

• Send out notes from the meetings and remind teachers what is coming next and what they need to do to prepare.
• Send out reminders. People are busy and they will forget to do the reading. If everyone forgets to do the reading, 

do it together during the inquiry.
Provide Incentives:

• Tie the inquiry to professional development hours and points.
• Inquiry can take place of whole school PD. In order to earn PDP points an iniquiry needs to be at least 10 hours 

and cresate a product. Some hours can be counted from reading the inquiry text. Products can be videos of 
instruction, relection on changes in practice.

• Keep a binder of attendance, agendas and notes. Propose inquiry cycles to the ILT to replace whole school or out 
of school PD.

• Have snacks.
• Make time to debrief. Choose someone to watch the time and corral the group so that the debrief time doesn’t 

run out. If you don’t come together and talk right away, everyone will forget what they wanted to say.

continued on page 11
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RTC Plans for a Busy Spring
By Joan Devlin

T
he Retired Teachers Chapter will hold 
its spring business meeting April 12 at 

Florian Hall in Dorchester. Doors open at 
10:30 a.m. There will be coffee and light 
refreshments available. The meeting will 
begin promptly at 11:00 am and will fea-
ture two interesting speakers, on different 
aspects of retirement and inancial plan-
ning. Jonathan Graham is an attorney 
who offers seminars about retirement plan-
ning and living in retirement. Louis Woulf 
is a inancial planner familiar to many BPS 
teachers and retirees who will offer infor-
mation about inancing in retirement.

The RTC travel committee sent a mail-
ing to all RTC members describing the 
offerings for 2016. This year includes an 
April 19th visit to the Edward M. Kennedy 
Institute that includes transportation and 
lunch at the Venezia Restaurant in Dorches-
ter.

Also offered is a trip on May 25th to the 
Dan’l Webster Inn and Spa in Sandwich to 
visit the Heritage Gardens and enjoy a buf-
fet lunch and cabaret. 

In June, members can chose a trip to 
the New London Barn Playhouse in New 
Hampshire where they will see the current 
production of Brigadoon. Transportation 
and luncheon at The Common Man are 
included.

More travel opportunities are available 
in the fall. If you did not receive your mail-
ing or need additional information, please 
contact the RTC ofice on Wednesday or 
Thursday every week from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Please check your mailing for prices, 
times and applications to participate in any 
or all of the trips.

The Social Committee of the RTC is 
busy planning the annual Spring Luncheon 
which will be on Thursday, May 19, 2016 
at 11:30AM. This year the luncheon will be 
held at the Venezia Restaurant, in Dorches-
ter, because of the limited parking at the 
BTU. 

The cost of the luncheon will be $35.00 
(non-refundable). RTC members and guests 
are welcome to attend, but a separate check 
must be issued for each person attending. 
We will have reserved seating for those 
interested.

See you on May 19th!
City Hall has corrected the Delta Dental 

premiums. Individual premiums cost $50 
per month plus $5 RTC dues for teachers or 
$2.50 dues for paras. Family premiums are 
$101 plus dues. You must be a member of 
the RTC to participate in the Delta Dental 
plan. If you have questions about the Delta 
Dental plan, please contact Roz Avant, 
RTC Vice-Chair, on Thursdays at the BTU/
RTC ofice from 10a.m. to 2 p.m.

The Legislative Committee of the RTC 
continues to prepare for the spring ight to 
increase the pension base and to provide a 
COLA increase for next year. Be prepared 
to join us at the Retirement Board and City 
Hall. Check the RTC section of the BTU 
website for up to date information.

The website has been updated and con-
tains items of interest to our members. We 
have descriptions of the beneits available 
to RTC members, the work of the RTC 
committees, and information about upcom-
ing events. 

The RTC oficers spent last summer 
cleaning and redesigning the small ofice 
that the RTC shares with the Community 
Outreach staff. What we discovered was 
a treasure trove of historical documents, 
pictures, news articles and organizational 
minutes. Kristen Pinto chairs the committee 
and is in the process of organizing all to the 
documents. We plan to include the history 
on the website.

If you know a retired teacher or parapro-
fessional who has not joined the RTC, or if 
you are thinking about retiring soon, please 
go to the RTC section of the BTU website. 
You can download the membership appli-
cation as well as additional information 
from the website.

by Randi Weingarten, President,
American Federation of Teachers

I
t’s one of my proudest moments as a 
civics teacher – and I didn’t have to say 

a word: I had helped the students in my 
American history class prepare to debate 
whether the decision to drop atomic 

BTU Recognizes Three Outgoing AFT Vice Presidents

AFT President Randi Weingarten addresses a rally in New York City on March 2, 2016.
Photo by Michael Campbell

T
he BTU recognizes the extraordi-

nary achievements of three outgoing 

American Federation of Teachers Mas-

sachusetts Vice Presidents.

H H H H H H H H H H

Patricia Armstrong served 34 years 
on the Executive Board of AFT Massa-
chusetts. Since 1982, Patricia served on 
the COPE Committee of AFT-MA and in 
1990 was appointed Chair of the Commit-
tee.

As a political activist ighting for our 
union and our schools, Patricia served on 
the State Committee of the Massachusetts 
Democratic Party, and was a delegate to 
four National Democratic Conventions 
(1996, 2000, 2004, 2008). In 2000, she 
was appointed to the Electoral College 
and nominated Al Gore for President. 

In 1990 Patricia received the Massa-
chusetts AFL-CIO Outstanding Service 
Award.  Patricia also served as President of 
the Greater Boston Labor Council in both 
2006 and 2010.

H H H H H H H H H H

James “Timo” Philip served on the 
Executive Board of AFT Massachusetts 
since 1980. He was the irst minority mem-
ber and was the senior member of the board 
upon his resignation in 2015.

Timo served on the budget committee 
for many years. He contributed very strong-
ly to the inancial stability of the AFT-MA 
during some very dificult times. He always 
supported enough revenue for AFT-MA so 
that it could ight for its members and pub-
lic education.

Timo chaired the 50th Anniversary Com-
mittee to celebrate the founding of AFT-

MA. This event was an enormous success 
and a wonderful celebration of AFT-MA 
and all its locals.

H H H H H H H H H H

Jenna Fitzgerald served on the Execu-
tive Board of AFT-MA since the 1980s. 
She was the irst paraprofessional to server 
on the board. Jenna also ran the statewide 

Patricia Armstrong James “Timo” Philip Jenna Fitzgerald

paraprofessional conference for almost 30 
years.

Jenna served as vice-chair of the AFT’s 
Paraprofessional and School Related Per-
sonnel Program and Policy Committee. 
AFT selected Jenna as Paraprofessional of 
the Year in 2008. 

When the president of the Springield 

Federation of Paraprofessionals wanted to 
disafiliate, Jenna spoke at a paraprofes-
sional meeting in Springield. After Jenna’s 
talk, the Springield paraprofessionals 
voted overwhelmingly to stay with AFT.

(Thomas Gosnell and Edward Doherty 

contributed to the substance of this report.) 

bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki was 
justiied. But once the debate began, I 
just stepped back and listened. My 11th-
graders backed their strongly held opin-
ions with facts, played devil’s advocate 
and respectfully challenged each other’s 
reasoning. For a teacher, it doesn’t get 
much better than that. 

Boy, could we use more of that kind 
of thoughtful yet passionate discourse and 
engagement in civic life today. Repub-
licans in the United States Senate are 
letting politics trump their constitutional 
duty (link is external) to give President 
Barack Obama’s Supreme Court nominee 
a full and fair hearing and an up-or-down 
vote. The frontrunner for the Republican 
presidential nomination is normalizing hate 
speech and promoting the use of violence 
against peaceful protesters with calls to 
“beat the crap out of them,” among other 
threats.

America needs a crash course in civ-
ics. More important, we need to ingrain an 
understanding of the rights and responsi-
bilities of citizens into our collective expe-
rience.

Perhaps the need has grown so acute 
because civics education, like other areas of 
social studies, has been pushed to the back 
burner in American schools, a victim of 
standardized testing mania in which “what 
gets tested is what gets taught” (which, pri-
or to recent changes in federal accountabil-
ity rules, was only math and English). But, 
in a very real sense, American democracy 
is being tested, and we need an informed, 

engaged citizenry that is deeply involved 
in civic life. Civic education in our public 
schools is essential to achieving this – after 
all, the purpose of public education is to 
prepare our young people not only for col-
lege and career, but also for citizenship.

We need to send young people into adult-
hood knowing their rights, responsibilities 
and power as citizens. They need to have 
a sense of agency in their lives, to realize 
that they can be change agents in their own 
communities and neighborhoods, and that 
they are the “people” in “we the people.” 
The most important role in a democracy is 
not president or prime minister, but citizen.

For adults, we need to create an adequate 
understanding of local, state and national 
government and how it functions – regard-
less of ideology, candidate or party – so 
they have a critical lens through which to 
examine promises and policies. Take the 
misinformation about the Common Core 
State Standards, for example. Ted Cruz 
and Donald Trump repeatedly claim 
they’ll abolish those standards if they’re 
elected. But states – not the president – 
choose whether or not to adopt these stan-
dards, and 42 states have chosen to adopt 
them. And the new Every Student Succeeds 
Act prohibits the federal government from 
requiring any particular set of standards. 
The constant repetition of clear falsehoods 
exploits the widespread lack of understand-
ing of federalism and is intended to further 
erode the public trust.

An hour watching cable news, a scan of 

A Fight for the Very Soul of Our Country

continued on page 11
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Second Floor of the Bolling Building. Thousands of students participated in a student-led, 
student organized walk-out on March 7, visiting both the State House where some students 
broke off to attend the State House hearing on the charter cap and testiied to keep the cap. 
Those students spoke about the link between insuficient funds in BPS and funds being 
siphoned off to Commonwealth Charter Schools. The rest then headed to City Hall and 
Faneuil Hall where they hoped to speak with the Mayor. 

While the students did not get to speak to the mayor that day, a few days later the mayor 
responded by shifting $6 million in funds back to the high schools. It was seen by many 
students as a “half-victory” as the funds were not actually new funds, they did not actually 
restore all of the cuts to the high schools, and the cuts to the special education students as 
well as K-8 students, who make up 70% of the Boston Public Schools, remained unfunded.

Many of the students, parents and educators spoke about these concerns at the March 
16, 2016 School Committee Budget hearing, and an unprecedented number of both 
elementary and middle school students came out to testify with their parents as well. In 
particular, many families from the ive Early Education Centers, facing over $800,000 in 
cuts came out to testify against the cuts. 

On March 17, a small group of parents, BTU members, students and allies organized 
another rally and then walked into City Hall, where Mayor Marty Walsh and Education 
Chief Rahn Dorsey did come out to speak with them and suggested that there would be 
“no new funds now.”

Advocates continue to be uniied in their opposition to cuts not just at one school or one 
program, but for all of Boston Public Schools. And while School Committee has suggested 
that the lower allocations are due to contract negotiations this year, this is a red herring. 
There is a reserve fund that the city uses to settle negotiations, and even if the contract were 
settled by the end of the year, the new allocations would be too little too late in the year. The 
decision to move the hiring timeline up to March 1 has resulted in staff leaving positions 
that were slated to be cut (whether or not they are restored later in the year), and the disrup-
tions and instability these cuts have caused will already have taken place.

For example, teachers at Diploma Plus, the very successful alternative education pro-
gram slated to be cut from Charlestown High, has already lost staff who have been hired 
in new positions elsewhere in the district. If positions are cut and then restored, important 
relationships between teachers and students, students and therapists will already be broken, 
and some students will have to revisit trauma as they meet new counselors, who may or 
may not be reinstated later in the year.

The School Committee votes on the budget on Wednesday, March 23 and then the City 
Council have to approve the budget as part of the city’s budget in June. We hope that the 
cuts will be restored by then, but we know that much of the disruption in our schools will 
already have occurred. These cuts are not acceptable and we thank all of the educators, 
parents, students and community allies who continue to ight these cuts together with our 
BTU members. 

If you would like to get more involved in the ight for fully funded schools and against 
budget cuts, please contact the BTU Director of Organizing, Jessica Tang at jtang@btu.

org or 617-650-0632.

Parents, Students and BTU Memnbers
Fight Budget Cuts…
continued from page 1
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T
he K2 Pilot Report was created in collaboration with K2 teachers, the 
science, ELA, math, and art departments, the ofice of Family Engage-

ment, members of the early childhood department, and the Boston Teachers 
Union. Even though it has been well-vetted, it is still currently a pilot. 

The K2 Pilot Report will still be subject to revisions based on your expe-
riences and the response of families. This has, after all, been designed as 
a communication tool between you and the families of the children you 

New K2 Pilot Report Now Available
teach. Please let us know whether or not you will be using this report this 
spring. 

Additionally, contact Michael McLaughlin (mmclaughlin@btu.org), 
Paul Tritter (ptritter@btu.org) and Melissa Tonachel (mtonachel@bos-
tonpublicschools.org) with feedback. 

Thanks to those who have attended the informational meetings, and 
please let us know if you have any questions.
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Notice that all of these sample inquiries 
have a narrow focus. If you choose 
something like “Reading Instruction,” the 
topic is too broad and it’s dificult to focus 
the work. In each of these examples there 
is a big idea tied to student thinking and 
student performance that has the potential 
to create lasting changes in practice. These 
are just a few examples of the many routes 
that inquiry can take to support instruction. 

“Inquiry doesn’t depend on outsiders 
to bring the answers, nor does it wait for 
the elusive perfect program or solution. 
Instead inquiry begins with teams of teach-
ers studying where their students are, and it 

empowers them to get better at understand-
ing each student as a learner, planning, 
teaching and reassessing.” (Accelerating 

Improvement through Inquiry, 2009). After 
getting over the irst hurdle of scheduling, 
many teachers ind participating in inquiry 
a rejuvenating way to build energy with col-
leagues. The most powerful change comes 
from within.

(Peer-to-Peer is a monthly column writ-

ten by Anne Slater (from the Peer Assis-

tance program) and Mark Lonergan (from 

the Peer Assistance and Review (PAR) 

program). To ind out more, visit btu.org/

whats-working/peer-mentoring/)

The Importance of School-Based Inquiry…
continued from page 4

my Twitter feed or a day talking with peo-
ple (outside of Washington, D.C.) makes it 
clear that we are engaged in a ight for the 
very soul of our country. People are angry 
– with good reason. They are anxious about 
the changing economy and their ability to 
get by, much less get ahead. And they don’t 
think their representatives in Congress are 
doing anything to make things better. But 
rather than stoking fears and frustrations 
and turning people against each other, we 
need to acknowledge that anger and the 
unrealized aspirations underneath it. Edu-
cating people about what citizens can do in 
a democracy can help move their anger to 
action.

The Supreme Court nomination process 
underway is one such teachable moment. In 
President Obama’s eloquent remarks intro-
ducing Merrick Garland, his nominee to 
the Supreme Court, Obama asked senators 
not to make the conirmation process “an 
extension of our divided politics” but to 
“relect on the importance of this process to 
our democracy.” Indeed. Ours is a system 
of laws rooted in our Constitution. At its 
best, it rises above the momentary fray and 
considers, instead, our children, our chil-
dren’s children, and the democratic values 
and institutions we bequeath to them.

Regardless of party or ideological lean-
ing, every American should have a sense 

A Fight for the Very Soul of Our Country…
continued from page 5

of civitas. Whether that sense is ingrained, 
instilled by family or informed in public 
schools, it is vital to the strength of our 
democracy. It can be taught in school 
through approaches like project-based 
learning, where students solve problems 
and work in teams. It can be strengthened 
through service learning. It can be devel-

oped in debate societies. As my civics 
students realized, knowing your rights, 
understanding your power, and making a 
difference all make learning civics and civic 
engagement pretty cool.

See more at: http://www.aft.org/column/

ight-very-soul-our-country#sthash.VWaU-

fYqr.dpuf

Boston City Councillor Tito Jackson addressed a recent BTU membership meeting.
Photo by Colum Whyte
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(Amika Kemmler Ernst is a retired BPS New Teacher Developer with 
extensive experience as a classroom teacher, curriculum developer, 
and graphic artist. 

Her “We’re Learning Here” Project features images of everyday 
learning in our public schools, along with the words of the students 
pictured.)

E’RE LEARNING HERE

McKinley Prep High School

M
cKinley Prep High School is one of four small, therapeutic sites for students with severe emotional/
behavioral challenges in Boston. It was originally designed as a vocational high school, and still 
has classes in Tech Engineering (woodworking) and Culinary Arts. McKinley Prep serves about 80 

students and is located in a two-story brick building in the Fenway that was built in the 1930s as the Martin 
Milmore Elementary School.

I was invited to visit by Steve Lane, the Tech Engineering teacher whose students recently completed the 
construction of a full-size greenhouse! Steve envisioned this as 
“a really cool long-term project” four years ago; since then it 
has involved approximately forty students, who had a choice of 
working on the greenhouse or making something of their own 
when they came to class. In the process they mastered the use of 
both hand and electric tools, and learned a variety of carpentry 
skills – from joint making to measuring angles. Although there 
is no safe place to set up the greenhouse outside the school, the 
students I spoke with were very proud of their accomplishment!

In the Culinary Arts classroom, teacher Tracy Pomerenki 
was supervising students who were making breakfasts to sell to 
their classmates – the money raised helps pay for ield trips. One 
young man was carefully pouring batter onto a griddle, while another was frying up sausages. Next door in 
the Visual Arts classroom, Megan Graham was teaching a student how to use paint to make shadows while 
others worked independently on their own canvases. A new arrival at the school was working on MCAS prep 
in Julio Sanchez’s math class, while students in ELA and history classes often had 1:1 support from a teacher 
or assistant. 

McKinley Prep provides a variety of counseling services to these “at risk” teenagers. One young woman 
told me she attends three classes offered by Boston University’s Recovery Education Program; she is a senior 
and hopes to study early childhood education at BU after graduation. Like teachers everywhere, McKinley 
staff say “the kids” when asked what they like best about their school. Veteran teacher Tonia Owens offers 
a class called “Strategies for Success” to help students gain critical life skills. She and other staff members 
appreciate the opportunity to develop relationships that enable their students to meet daunting personal chal-
lenges. When asked what other schools can learn from the McKinley, ELA teacher Dan Kelley talked about 
the need to pay more attention to the social/emotional needs of students. Amen!

I’m painting a picture of a bird with cherries in 
its beak for sale at our end-of-year Art Show. 

I have been learning painting techniques, 
such as how to do shadows. Ms. Graham was 

helping me mix the right color for the shadow.

Gabriela Montero, Grade 11

The Greenhouse!

We’re in the greenhouse we built in woodshop with Mr. Lane. It took four 
years and it was hard work! Every year we had to clean out the dust and 
fix things like the roof that had moved over the summer. We learned 
basic skills — how to use drills, screwdrivers, hammers and saws. We 
learned how to measure, size and cut out the wood. We also learned 
how to work together, because everybody has diferent personalities.

Maryssa Liao, Grade 10, Sierra Perez-Moore, Grade 11, &
Aiyana Carter-Riggs, Grade 10        

Mr. Anderson and I were reading about world cultures. I’ve learned 
about Western European history, which includes Greece and Rome.  

Rosa Melendez, Grade 11 

I was reading an article about why people shouldn’t use 
their cell phones too much. In ELA recently we’ve read a lot 
about Black history. I’m learning how to read about things 
that afect our lives, and I’m becoming a more confident 
reader. We are also writing about the articles, which helps me 
understand them better. 

Loretta Morgan, Grade 12

This is in Culinary Arts class. I was making pancakes. Ms. Pomerenki had 
shown me how to unstick the batter from my spatula when I tried to turn 
it over too soon. I’ve learned how to cook all kinds of breakfast and lunch 
foods. Sometimes I cook for myself at home. We sell the food we make in 
class to students and teachers to help pay for field trips.

Eliseu Mendes, Grade 9   

I was doing an MCAS practice test in math. Ms. Owens was helping 
me focus and understand the problems. I’ve been learning about 
decimals and the order of operations. I’ve just been here for one 
month and I like the small classes, with fewer distractions.

Michael Diaz Matos, Grade 9            

I was working on math with Mr. Sanchez. I’ve learned 
to use PEMDAS, which means “Please excuse my dear 
Aunt Sally” and stands for the order of operations 
when solving algebraic problems: “parenthesis, 
exponents, multiplication, division, addition and 
subtraction.” I’ve learned a lot this year, and I enjoy my 
peers and my teachers.

Daniel Curet, Grade 12


